
Happy Holidays, 
I hope you are enjoying this delightful time of year. The kids, critters and all my 
loved ones are doing well. We are in the peak of health, robust and bustling all 
about. Truckloads of money just keep coming our way. The weather has been 
absolutely perfect for as long as I can remember. The garden’s abundance was so 
great we had to give much of it away… and so on and so forth. 
Be safe, stay well and lots of love 
Ho! Ho! Ho! 
Now that’s a holiday letter… But this is
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ART IN ODD PLACES (AiOP) 2017 SENSE 
October 12 - October 15, 2017 

Hudson River to Avenue C on 14th Street - New York City 
 

Art in Odd Places (AiOP) 2017: SENSE has named Billy its 
Keynote Speaker for the October festival. “Art in Odd Places 
aims to stretch the boundaries of communication in the public 
realm by presenting artworks in all disciplines outside the 
confines of traditional public space regulations”. Its roots go 
back to an action by Ed Woodham and a group of artists at the 
1996 Atlanta Olympics. Since 2005, projects have continued 
in the US and worldwide with an annual festival along 14th 
street in Manhattan that runs from Avenue C to the Hudson 
River.   
The next AiOP public art festival in New York City is SENSE 
curated by Nicolás Dumit Estévez Raful (Museo del Mangú) 
with Rocío Aranda (El Museo del Barrio) and Jodi Waynberg 
(Artists Alliance Inc). Billy’s invitation letter stated, “Given 
the subject of the 2017 festival, SENSE, and the nature of your 
art practice, your name came up as an artist who will certainly 
bring an interesting perspective to this event”. His perspective 
may well carry the festival beyond Avenue C to the East 
River. 
For the AiOP Festival and with a nod to mariners everywhere, 
Billy is forming an Exploratory Expeditionary Art Adventure 
Team to search for a lost New Amsterdam Passage, which just 
might connect the East and Hudson Rivers. Water, water 
everywhere - the Hudson River to the west, the East River to 
the east, water towers above, pipes below and on the rise with 
just a granite island holding those waters at bay. The art 
adventurers need a short cut to bring “Greetings from the 

Mississippi to the Hudson and East Rivers” within the 
relatively brief time span of the AiOP Festival.  
As most of you know, Billy swam from the source of the 
Mississippi River to the Gulf of Mexico in a performance and 
environmental statement. Much as Europeans claimed the 
Americas by sailing over and posting flags, Billy swam to 
reclaim the Mississippi for life affirming pursuits under the 
banner of art. He became intimate with the river during those 
2,367.4 miles and has been tasked with bringing greetings 
from his lover to the other great rivers of the world. He does 
so by ceremoniously mixing water from signed and numbered 
vials collected on the first day of the historic swim with water 
from the rivers he visits. He then serenades the rivers and the 
four cardinal directions. We are looking for a few brave 
volunteers to join the 2017 Exploratory Expeditionary Art 
Adventure Team - for information see page 4 or go to 
www.billyx.net  
 
ENACTING THE TEXT PERFORMING WITH WORDS 

The Center for Book Arts, 28 W. 27th Street, 3rd Floor, NYC 
October 7 - December 17 

 

Besides performing for the opening, Billy’s contribution to the 
exhibition included the Deface Billy Project II (On-going) 
along with his book – Futurism’s Bastard Son (Mark Pezinger 
Verlag, Vienna, 2012) and the following: Performance for An 
Unknown Space with Lemons (Hand-stitched documentation 
booklet, #64 of 65, 1979/2015); A Song for Peace (Telegrams 
to the United Nations, 1982); All-Occasion Apocalyptic 
Fashion and Etiquette Guide (A What to Wear/How to Act to 
meet your maker pamphlet, 1999-2000), Swimmin’ the River 
Water Vial (Etched glass water vial, #11 of 110, from the first 
day of the MS River Swim, 1987); Letter & response to her 
Majesty the Queen concerning The Swim (1995); Letter & 



Response to the Army Corps of Engineers requesting water 
slide construction at locks & dams for The Swim (1994). 
The exhibition was curated by Nicolás Dumit Estévez and 
includes this cadre of really well known and influential artists: 
 

María Alós, Josefina Báez, Paco Cao, Papo Colo, Billy X. 
Curmano, Irina Danilova, Jean-Ulrick Désert, Lesley Dill, 
Coco Fusco, Beatrice Glow, Alicia Grullón, Guerilla Girls, 
Pablo Helguera, Nancy Hwang, Alison Knowles, Lulu 
Lolo, Linda Mary Montano, Pat Oleszko, Pedro Pietri, 
Praxis (Brainard and Delia Carey), Quintin Rivera-Toro, 
Jack Smith, Elizabeth M. Stephens and Annie Sprinkle, 
Cecilia Vicuña and Martha Wilson. 
 

 
 
John Pendergast and Billy X. - *Photo: Nicolás Dumit Estévez 
 
TIME BE MY BITCH 
Enacting The Text opened with performances, actions and 
interventions from Billy, Irina Danilova, Linda Mary Montano 
and Quintín Rivera-Toro. To the delight of the crowds, Billy 
performed Time Be My Bitch accompanied by good friend and 
collaborator John Pendergast on violin. In keeping with the 
Deface Billy Project theme, Past Billy, Present Billy and 
Future Billy presented an aural/visual statement on how time 
itself had defaced or refaced the charming Billy: 
 

Ashes to ashes and dust to dust 
Time be my bitch 

But that don’t mean much. 
 
DEFACE BILLY PROJECT (II) & BIG WINNERS 
The Center for Book Arts used Billy’s face from the original 
Deface Billy Project to announce their 2016 fall schedule. 
They printed the usual 3,000 invitations, but a wide smile, big 
hair and perhaps the chance for exposure, interactivity and 
archivability had the Deface Billy themed cards disappear like 
vampires at sunrise. The staff was somewhat surprised as the 

invitations became ever more precious and re-printed the 
Deface Billy Project insert from Fandango #40 to cover the 
deficit and keep those defacements coming. The final tallies 
aren’t in, but suffice to say there were plenty of Defaced 
Billy’s on the gallery wall. 
Artist and Enacting the Text curator, Nicolás Dumit Estévez, 
selected the big winners, so here then, in no particular order –  
 

AND THE BIG WINNERS ARE: 
 

Nicole Girgen, Susan Joy Rippberger, Amy “Banner 
Queen” Johnquest, Mercy De La Cruz, Lulu LoLo, 
Cynthia Hollandsworth Batty, Barbara Lubliner, M. 
Wicka Ezdon, Joan Winkler, Bill Russell aka GINJU-AN, 
Seho Park and Lily Sachi 
 

Disclaimer: Don’t be mad with Billy if you didn’t win. That’s 
on Nicolás. Be glad with Billy if you won. It was his younger 
face you defaced. 
 

STILL TIME: If you want to get yourself archived, there’s 
still time. All pertinent information is available online. Go to 
the Library at billyx.net under the Links, click on Deface Billy 
Project, print it out and do your dirty deed. You can always 
send the results to us at Art Works USA. The Center for Book 
Arts in NYC will only accept defacements until December 10.       
 

 
 
Deface Billy Installation - *Photo: Nicolás Dumit Estévez  
 
YEARS MAY PASS - THE THEME REMAINS 
While rummaging around the Internet, we discovered the 
Historic Images site. There were several of Billy including 
this one labeled 1990 Press Photo Billy Curmano with sign on 
Public Square for Earth Day Rally. It was taken in Cleveland, 
OH. We were taken by how things change yet, somehow, 
remain the same. Billy was on a break from Swimming the 



Mississippi to swim across the notoriously polluted Cuyahoga 
River for the Cleveland Performance Art Festival. The 
Cuyahoga had carried so many chemicals it once caught fire 
and burned for days. The catastrophe and outrage helped 
inspire the environmental movement. By 1990, the river was 
relatively clean in comparison, but Billy “swam” across it in 
an inflatable child’s swimming pool carried aloft by two 
canoes to demonstrate there was still – oh - so much more to 
be done. 
  

 
 

L to R Billy in Time: Historic Images, Memphis, TN - Photo: 
Pete Copeland, 1990; Rolling Nap Performance, 2014, Art 
Works USA/Franklin Furnace - Photo: Margarita Baumann 
  
CURMANO AT RED HORSE 
Uncharacteristically, Billy put some real deals up for sale in a 
solo mini-retrospective at the Red Horse Gallery in Fountain 
City, WI. Much to the dismay of collectors everywhere, Billy 
has relied on his wit rather than sales to make ends meet. He’s 
tricked art centers, museums and universities into actually 
paying him to exhibit, perform or just be about. That - and odd 
jobs from A to Z - have allowed him to ignore sales and 
concentrate on his rather oddball creativity. Other than the 
store at Billyx.net, it’s not that EZ to get an original Billy. 
 
He dug etchings, lithos, silk-screens, photos, drawings and 
even a sculpture and water vial from his stacks. There were 
even some works from editions that were simultaneously on 
view in FC and NYC. Sales were semi-brisk and may even 
encourage another foray into the commercial gallery scene. 
While googling about, we ran into one of his water vials listed 
in the prestigious Walker Art Center’s permanent collection. 
How’d that get there? Let us know - if you know. 
 
REMEMBERING VIETNAM: Veteran Voices of Winona 
County - Winona History Center - Nov. 9 to Feb. 26, 2017 
Billy loaned several Vietnam War artifacts along with his 
award winning Upon My Return (I must not Kill, I must not 
Kill, I must not Kill… ad infinitum) mixed media work to the 
Winona County History Center for Remembering Vietnam.  
His sacred objects included Viet Cong black pajamas and Ho 
Chi Minh sandals, a blood stained North Vietnamese officer’s 
belt buckle and an engraved Zippo lighter. Most touching is a 
photo of him coming of age in the jungle and befriending a 
colorful bird he tried to rescue from the carnage of war. 
 

It don’t mean nothin’ 
At least that’s what we said 

It don’t mean nothin’ 
When we carried off the dead. 

 
BIG BOOBOO CORRECTION: ENACTING THE TEXT 
It saddens us to announce an unfortunate miscommunication 
during the run-up to Enacting the Text left an incomplete list 
of participating artists in Fandango #40. The complete list is 
on the front page of this issue. These are extremely interesting 
artists. We encourage you to go to their sites or just Google 
any of them. There was a very brief and incomplete note on 
the artists listed in #40. In a nod to full disclosure and parity, 
here’s a very brief and incomplete note on those we left out. 
Jean-Ulrick Désert uses a “conspicuous invisibility” to 
disrupt constructed concepts of race, gender and sexuality. 
Lesley Dill crosses language and fine art with a profound 
interest in spirituality and the world’s faith traditions. 
Coco Fusco explores the politics of gender, race, war and 
identity through technology and interactive performances. 
Beatrice Glow uses art and anthropology to map the less 
known histories of diaspora, migration and marginalization. 
Alicia Grullón uses interdisciplinary socially engaged 
projects to create a world that could - but does not - yet exist. 
Guerilla Girls are anonymous female artists, performers, and 
writers that fight discrimination with humor and activism. 
Pablo Helguera is an interdisciplinary artist working with 
socially engaged art, performance, education and composition. 
Nancy Hwang makes communication-based participatory art 
projects engaging the public during everyday type services. 
Alison Knowles was a founding member of Fluxus and is 
widely known for installations, performances and soundworks. 
Lulu Lolo uses costumes and performance to draw attention 
to important issues like NYC’s lack of monuments to women. 
Pat Olezko invites laughter with absurdity as she plays the 
fool in street “perfomantz”, staged shows and spatial events. 
Pedro Pietri was a poet, playwright, activist with the Young 
Lords and a founder of the Nuyorican Movement. 
Praxis is Brainard and Delia Carey - known for interactive, 
nurturing performances and the Museum of Non-visible Art. 
Jack Smith was an influential American Filmmaker, actor, 
artist and pioneer of underground cinema and performance art. 
Elizabeth M. Stephens and Annie Sprinkle are Love Art 
Laboratory Ecosexuals that demonstrate love for earth and 
each other with weddings that unite them.  
Cecilia Vicuña uses poetry, art and film in transformative acts 
or metaphors in space to bridge the gap between art and life. 
Martha Wilson is a pioneering feminist performance artist, 
activist, mother, educator and founder of Franklin Furnace. 
 
For María Alós, Josefina Báez, Paco Cao, Papo Colo, Billy 
X. Curmano, Irina Danilova, Linda Mary Montano and 
Quintin Rivera-Toro, see Fandango Vol. 40. 
 
Emergency INDEX from UGLY DUCKLING PRESSE 
Looking for a religious experience with live art? Some say the 
Emergency INDEX from the Ugly Duckling Presse is the bible 
of performance art. In its fifth year, Volume 5 contains 190 
performances from 34 countries including one from Billy. 
Spirits are lifted as the artists are allowed to describe their 
creations in their own words and readers get a peek behind the 
curtain. 



The Index editor, Yelena Gluzman, and co-editors, Sophia 
Cleary and Kate Gaydos, are all highly respected performers in 
their own practices. The book and Ugly Duckling Presse are well 
worth a look and a purchase. Their items are “lovingly packed 
by hand in Brooklyn and shipped directly to you…or…maybe 
you can suggest or donate it to a deserving school or library. 

www.uglyducklingpresse.org 
 

While you are at it, don’t forget you can pick up Billy’s Book 
Futurism’s Bastard Son and lots of other great stuff from the 
store at www.billyx.net 
We promise to also “lovingly pack by hand” and ship from out 
here in the hinterlands directly to you…or…maybe you can 
suggest or donate it to a deserving school or library. 
 
CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS: 
Exploratory Expeditionary Art Adventure Team  
If you’ve ever wanted to be part of an exciting art project, here’s 
your big chance. Billy runs these programs like an adventure 
vacation. Volunteers will be required to cover all of their own 
expenses and devote most of their time to the project from Oct. 
11 through the 15th. Fall is a wonderful time to be in New York 
City. Plan that vacation with extra days before or after the 
project. You’ll be glad you did.  
Contact us at billyx.net@gmail.com with your interest, T-shirt 
size and highlight any special skills. 
 
If you are unable to come to New York City to support or be a 
part of the Exploratory Expeditionary Art Adventure Team, you 
can still take part in the project. You can send money! We’ll use 
it as wisely as a politician covering up many misdeeds. You can 
leave the amount blank. We are always happy to fill it in. If you 
are concerned about paper trails, just collect your unmarked 20’s 
in a paper bag, leave it on our porch, ring the bell and run like 
hell. 
 

 
 
Defacing Billy on the Subway - *Photo: Nicolás Dumit Estévez 
 
*The three Nicolás Dumit Estévez photos in this issue were 
cropped to fit our format.  

Your INVITATION To FUN & ADVENTURE                       
 

The Billy X. Curmano Fan Club 
 

If you enjoy contemporary artist Billy Curmano, here’s a great 
way to stay abreast of his projects. Join the discriminating crowd 
and become a member of Billy’s own Fan Club. Send the form, 
all correspondence and annual membership dues to: 

ART WORKS USA     27979 COUNTY ROAD 17 
WINONA, MN 55987�             RING: 507.452.1598     

billyx.net@gmail.com 

Momma Curman, President Ex Officio Perpetuitas              
Kimberly Haedtke, Vice President Emeritus           

MEMBERSHIP TYPES 

�$2 CHEAPO: Wallet size membership card - some mailings.                                                                      
$15 IRREGULAR: As above, plus well wishes from all of us.                                                                       
$25 REGULAR: As above, plus a handsome wall certificate.                                                                    
$50 DELUXE: As above, plus Great Moments In Performance 
Art Non-adhesive stamp series. All appropriate club mailings.                                         
$250 DELUXE PLUS: As above, plus original print.                                                                      
$750 SUPER DELUXE: As above, plus gift certificate and 
weekend vacation at Scenic Art Works USA (travel from 
Winona, MN included).                                                                            
$1500 SAINT: As above, plus vacation extended 1 week.                                                                       
$5000 BUDDY: As above, plus 1 of Billy’s special pizzas and 
Billy will pal around with you for 1 week. 

Institutional rate: Add 20% surcharge for 2 newsletters. 1 to 
circulate - 1 to archive. Family rate: Add 10% and the whole 
family gets membership cards. Make checks payable Art Works 
USA. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Premium substitutions may 
be made at our whim. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

Okay Kimberly! I just can’t wait; here are my 2016 annual dues. 
I want to join Billy X. Curmano’s Fan Club. 

 

Name____________________________________________________ 

 

Address___________________________________________________ 

City______________________________________________________  

State_________Zip_________________________________________  

Phone____________________________________________________ 

Signature__________________________________________________ 

Membership 
Type_______________$_________date________________     

Add an E-mail and we might send up-dates and so on. 

___________________________________________ 


